
CANVAS CANADA – Exhibit “i”  
Anonymous Online Art Auction Fundraiser 

Artist Information Sheet 
 
This is a fundraising event for ACUA and KUMF Gallery in celebration of respective anniversaries. The 
artworks will be sold by Waddington’s Auctioneers and Appraisers on behalf of ACUA and KUMF Gallery. 
 

 Artists will be supplied with a 10” x 10” canvas 

 The theme for the auction is the English letter “i” or the Ukrainian letter “i” 

 The artwork will be anonymous (Artist to sign work on the frame back)  

 The artist must provide an ORIGINAL work to submit for this auction and provide the title, 
medium, date, and artist statement (2-3 sentences) related to the submission 

 The auction site will list the names of all the participating artists 

 Blank canvases will be available for pick-up at ACUA or KUMF Gallery (15 June 2021) 

 If the artist is unable to come to either of the two centres canvases will be mailed 

 Alternatively, the artist can purchase a 10” x 10” canvas from Michaels (cost of canvas will be 
reimbursed)   

 Artists can submit one or more canvases 

 Artists can drop off their art (unframed) to ACUA or KUMF Gallery (17 August 2021) or any 
time prior to the deadline 

 Artists who cannot drop off their art, please mail the artwork to ACUA or KUMF Gallery (to be 
received by 17 August 2021) 

 A jury panel will review each submission 

 Artists will receive a commission of 20% of the final sale price 

 Artists are encouraged to promote this event to their community 

 ACUA and KUMF Gallery will be promoting this event widely via traditional and social media 

 Waddington’s will also promote this auction to their global client contact list of over 50,000 
names 

 If the artwork does not sell the artists may have their work returned to them, or may leave it to be 
sold at the respective galleries at a price assigned by the artist 

 
 
Art piece submitted (title, medium, date, artist statement): 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________        ________________________________ 
ACUA/KUMF Gallery printed name   ACUA/KUMF Gallery signature 
 
 
 
_______________________________   _________________________________ 
Artist printed name     Artist signature 
 
 

     


